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CULTRE,RELATIONAL
POPULAR
HISTORY, AND THE QUESTION OF

POWERIN PALESTINE
AND ISRAEL
REBECCAL. STEIN AND TED SWEDENBURG

The marginalization
of popular culture in radical scholarship on
Palestine and Israel is symptomatic of the conceptual limits that still
define much Middle East studies scholarship: namely, the prevailing
logic of the nation-state on the one hand and the analytic tools of
classical Marxist historiography and political economy on the other
This essay offers a polemic about the form that alternative scholarly
projects might take through recourse to questions of popular culture.
The authors argue that close attention to the ways thatpopular culture
"articulates" with broaderpolitical, social, and economicprocesses can
expand scholarly understandings of the terrain of power in Palestine
and Israel, and hence the possible arenas and modalities of struggle.
MOSTRADICAL
SCHOLARSHIP
on Palestine
TRADITIONALLY,

and Israel has ignored

ques-

tions of popular culture-or, at best, consigned popular culture forms and processes to the margins of scholarly debate and investigation. For many scholars,
this act of marginalization has seemed a necessary response to the severity
of the national conflict, the harsh violence of the Israeli occupation, and/or
the enduring struggle for Palestinian national liberation. Popular culture's frequent appearance in commodity form has made marginalization seem all the
more necessary-particularly
for scholars wedded to classical Marxist analytics, where mass production and commodification are thought to render the
cultural form "inauthentic." For scholars concerned primarily with questions
of nationalism and national conflict in Palestine and Israel, the global circuits
of the popular cultural commodity have further removed it from the scholarly
agenda. Popular culture, in all these approaches, is deemed epiphenomenal to
questions of politics and power.
In the last decade, scholars in Middle East studies have begun to rethink
these assumptions, taking popular culture seriously as a space, practice, and/or
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discourse.1 Our position grows out of this larger effort. In the most basic terms,
we are arguing that the question of popular culture in Palestine and Israel is
fundamentally one of politics and power. We further suggest that the marginalization of popular culture within progressive scholarship on the region is symptomatic of the conceptual and methodological limits that still define much of
this scholarship.
What we offer in this essay is less an illustration of precisely how such analytics might be rethought than a polemic about theform that alternative scholarly projects might take through recourse to popular culture.2 This polemic
emerges out of, even as it speaks back to, the tradition of radical scholarship
on Palestine, Israel, and the history of Zionism-by which we mean scholarship that has been framed by questions of colonization, occupation, and the
Palestinian struggle for self-determination.3 In turning scholarly attention to
the field of popular culture, our aim is to broaden understanding of the terrain
of power in Palestine and Israel and thereby the possible arenas and modalities
of struggle.
HEGEMONIC
PARADIGMS
The field of scholarship on Palestine and Israel has changed dramatically over
the last few decades. The changes are not in political idiom alone. Rather, a
new generation of scholars has begun to take up historical questions that "move
beyond the narrowly political to explore the social, economic, and cultural histories of each community."4 These scholars, situated mainly in anthropology
and literary studies, have begun to focus on new objects of analysis and to
rethink questions of power and knowledge through critical and poststructural
theory.5 Yet despite such innovations and despite the growing strength of a radical, decolonizing voice within the field, Left scholarship is still dominated by
relatively traditional analytic paradigms. We want to suggest that the marginality of popular culture within these literatures is merely symptomatic of the
narrow theory of politics and power at work in these paradigms.
What, then, are these paradigms, and what stories of power do they tell?
In our estimation, two paradigms continue to dominate Left scholarship on
that are imbricated
Palestine and Israel within the U.S. academy-paradigms
and often articulate through each other. The first could be termed the national paradigm, and the second the Marxist historiographical and/or political
economic paradigm. The former is characterized by a scholarly narrative that
installs the nation and/or nation-state as the inherent logic guiding the critical analysis (that is, Palestine and/or Israel). In this paradigm, the nation-state
figures as both politically determinative and largely enclosed and discrete. Perhaps remarkably, this paradigm remains active both within scholarship that
canvasses the international dimension and scholarship that addresses internal
the lines, for example, of ethnonaheterogeneity within the nation-state-along
tional difference (notably, Palestinian citizens of Israel)6 and gender. In turn,
while the notion of Diaspora (both Jewish and Palestinian) has been prominent
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in this paradigm, it largely functions as a sign of separation from the national
rather than as an analytic tool for deterritorializing the nation-state. While the
Marxist model may complicate the narrative of national conflict through attention to political economy, it tends to retain the dyadic model of Israel versus
Palestine, albeit configured as a struggle over control of the state and the means
of production. The presence of an international dimension in the Marxist model
proceeds according to the logic of class or economic determinism (and, we
noted above, often works to reinscribe the nation-state logic).7
Rather infrequently discussed by scholars in Middle East studies, although
heavily debated in other fields,8 is the rather limited theory of politics and/or
power that both these paradigms presume. In both, power is understood
in relatively monolithic terms, and its location is presumed to be relatively
singular-taking
shape in the state (Israeli) and/or the ruling classes. In the
Marxist paradigm, power is rooted primarily in control of the economy, with
class struggle understood as the primary locus of political action. In the nationstate model, control of the economy is coupled with control of territory and
the coercive and administrative bases of state power (military, police, judiciary,
bureaucracy, etc.). What these frameworks share is a notion of power as something that can be "held" or at least potentially grasped. The nature of progressive
political action is likewise seen as locatable and relatively singular-cohering
in the practices of disenfranchised communities and actors, be they Palestinian
or Israeli, and aimed explicitly at the creation or defense of the state and/or
nation. Both frameworks presume a binary notion of struggle, revolving around
the poles of domination and resistance, variously configured.
Cultural practices, objects, and circuits sometimes have a place within these
scholarly frameworks, but in highly circumscribed ways.9 More often than not,
the relative importance of culture is directly proportional to its perceived ability to reflect, serve, and/or exemplify the political, either in the instrumental
service of hegemony or when deployed as a weapon in political struggles. This
has been particularly true in literature on Palestine, where much of the attention accorded to resistance culture (notably poetry, folk dance, and graffiti)
has turned on its ability either to mobilize the masses or to reflect broader oppositional efforts.10 A similar logic accounts for the proliferation of scholarly
work on early Zionist culture (for example the literature on Shirei Eretz Yisrael,
or Songs of the Land of Israel)-scholarship
that has explored the crucial role
of song in building Hebrew character and collective identity in the early state
era.l1 Yet in much of this scholarship, culture is positioned as an effect of
broader processes and forms, or in peripheral relation to (or as a symptom
of) the wider "context." And if expressive culture has figured only marginally
in this literature, popular culture has been perceived as even more insignificant. This is due, we hypothesize, to assumptions made about the nature of
the commodity-the
form taken by much popular culture. Lurking here is the
influence of deterministic Marxist arguments about the ways in which commodification and mass production effectively denude culture of its political role
or potential, even as commodities are deployed as tools with which to control
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the "stupefied" and consuming masses.12 When coupled with the scholarly
agenda of the national narrative, the problem of the commodity form becomes
more intransigent still. The fact that culture as commodity is frequently produced and circulated through global circuits and interests is often thought to
endow it with a troubled, even treasonous, relation to national interests and
struggle agendas.
For many Middle East studies scholars, particularly those who focus on issues
of Palestinian society and politics, the instrumentalization and/or peripheralization of culture is motivated by the exigencies of the occupation and the history
of Palestinian dispossession. Thus, the thinking goes,
when Palestinians lack a state, when five million refuIn an atmosphere
marked by torture and
gees are without a home, when West Bank residents
are ghettoized in some 220 noncontiguous cantons-of
suicide bombings, the
what
possible relevance is an academic study of Palesargument goes, is it not
tinian fitness clubs? In an atmosphere marked by torfrivolous to devote
to
ture, land expropriations, suicide bombings, and mass
scholarly energies
Israeli punk bands or
poverty, is it not simply frivolous and perhaps politiPalestinian village
cally irresponsible (so the argument proceeds) to devote
consumption of U.S. soap
scholarly energies to Israeli punk bands or Palestinian
villagers'
consumption of U.S. television soap operas?
operas?
The violence and catastrophe that so frequently characterize the landscape of Palestine and Israel give added weight to analytical
tendencies to read culture as outside and/or strictly determined by the realm
of the political-and
thus of subsidiary importance to the radical scholarly
agenda.
THE TURN TO CULTURAL
POLmCS
Where, then, might one look for alternatives? In rethinking the theoretical
limits within Palestine and Israel scholarship, we begin by turning to the work of
the Birmingham school-also
known as British cultural studies-particularly
to the work of Stuart Hall and his critical engagement with the writings of
Antonio Gramsci. What one encounters in Hall's work is a persistent concern
with questions of culturalpolitics, that is, an insistence on culture as a crucial
terrain of both power and struggle that "articulates" with broader social forces
and political economic processes. In Hall's account, by contrast to the rigid
structural determinism of orthodox Marxism, culture has no singular location
or function, nor are subcultural or popular cultural forces or actors necessarily
inscribed with counterhegemonic meanings or effects. Rather, the terrain of the
cultural is contradictory and changeable, "always capable of being dearticulated
and rearticulated."13 It should be noted that even as British cultural studies has
historically rejected both the class determinism and the base/superstructure
dyad of orthodox Marxism, it has nonetheless remained within the problematic
of Marxism in its attention to the ways in which culture articulates with the
"materialities of power and inequality" in differently situated communities.
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For scholars of the Birmingham school, the interest in explicitlypopular cultural forms has not been incidental. Rather, the turn to the popular has been
a crucial component of their attempt to rethink classical Marxist paradigms
and analytics with a view toward expanding the terrain of what constitutes
power and struggle. So, too, have they striven to think beyond the high/low
dyad that had characterized much previous cultural scholarship.14 As Raymond
Williams has suggested, "popular culture" was theorized by cultural studies in
contradistinction both to "high culture" (with its attendant notions of bourgeois self-cultivation) and to "folk culture" (with its cultural authenticity and
imagined location "outside of the corrupting influences").15 And unlike the
terms on either side of this imagined cultural dyad (high/low), at issue was
a notion of culture stripped of rigid class location and determining function.
Rather, popular culture was thought to "articulate" through multiple and sometimes contradictory modalities of difference and power (e.g., class, gender, ethnonationality, religion, and place). Nor was it thought to bear a stable political
valence (i.e., no inherently counter-hegemonic or minoritarian politics), but
instead, to enunciate in changeable ways that were always subject to reinscription. As Tony Bennet has argued, the unfixed nature of "popular culture" has
frustrated attempts at rigid definition. Instead, popular culture (he argues) "can
only be defined abstractly as a site- [as it is] always changing and variable in
its constitution and organization."'6 Even in the absence of rigid definitions,
scholars of the Birmingham school have long insisted on the crucial importance
of popular culture in modern mass-mediated societies as a site in and through
which people's commonsense interpretations of the world and of their own
identities are constructed.17
As we have noted, theories of popular culture advanced by scholars of
the Birmingham school have relied heavily on the work of Antonio Gramsci.
Gramsci argued that the struggle for "hegemony," as opposed to the struggle for "domination,"'8 ranged over a wide array of fronts. Hegemonic power
was not something that rulers "held" over the ruled, but rather was the result
of complex and shifting interactions between the dominant and the subordinate. Power, in this model, was not the provenance of a static ruling class
but rather was theorized as transactional, a joint construction without a fixed
or permanent location, inherently unstable and constantly shifting.19 Central
to Gramsci's model was a practice of politics in which would-be hegemonic
forces actively work in the domains of the economy, society, and culture in
order to produce and secure power.20 The political struggle between hegemonic powers and subaltern resistant forces, proceeding across the vast array of modern institutions, spaces, and practices, was termed by Gramsci the
"war of position."21 Culture-an essential element in the struggle for gaining
the consent of the ruled, always working together with and indissoluble from
coercion-was
deemed integral to such political processes.22
To take seriously the theory of cultural politics advanced by the Birmingham
school, with particular attention to its reliance on Gramsci, is substantially to
rethink the story of culture advanced within radical literature on Palestine and
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Israel-a rethinking which, again, proceeds within the problematic of Marxism
even as it pushes beyond the limits of classic Marxist formulations. The work of
Stuart Hall and others23 enables us to theorize culture as frequently constitutive
rather than merely epiphenomenal, as a crucial locus of political engagement
(although not in static or necessarily resistive ways), and as always working in
articulation with broader social forces and political process and modalities of
difference in fluid and variable ways, across a range of institutional locations.
Such rethinking entails a substantial retheorization of the nature of the political
field. What emerges is not merely a proliferation of sites of power, but also an
expanded conception of the possible avenues and modalities of the work of
resistance.

NATIONSAND RELATIONALTIES
While the work of British cultural studies does offer us an alternative to the
"national paradigm"24-that is, the story of a conflict between two discrete
national entities-we
prefer the historically specific models available within
the field of Middle East studies itself. In particular, we propose a turn to what
Zachary Lockman, after Perry Anderson, has termed "relational history."25 In
Lockman's work, relationality is a response to the virtual occlusion of histories
of contact between Palestinian-Arabs and Jews within much Palestinian and
Zionist historiography. "Relational history" opens up the space to narrate interdependence and to dismantle the Palestinian-Arab/Israeli-Jew binary (often
figured as an Arab/Jew binary)26 that national logics have tended to assume.
Building on the work of Lockman, we argue for a notion of relationality
that works more expansively in both scale and kind. First, while we aim to
consider what Lockman calls the "mutually formative interactions"27 between
Palestinian-Arabs and Jews in the pre- and post-state period, we also aim to
account for divides and histories of contact within each nation and nationalist
formation. Attention to what one might call intranational relationality helps
to pluralize the "interaction" by considering how gender, religion, ethnoracial identity, or (in the case of Israel) country of origin, crosscut nations and
nationalisms in ways that further destabilize the convention of the PalestinianArab/Jew divide. Second, even as we concern ourselves with interactions and
forms of relationality at the intranational and regional levels, we are also interested in the place of Palestine and Israel in larger geopolitical networks and
economic, and political. At issue here is attention to
geographies-cultural,
what could be called transnational relationality-that
is, to forms of contact,
and
mutual
that
community,
contingency
span checkpoints, walls, and histories of interstate enmity and that circulate with commodities and the media
through increasingly global channels of commerce and culture.
While we deploy the key word transnational, we seek a critical distance
from much of the recent scholarship on transnationalism, with its frequently
celebratory narrative of politics and social forms situated "beyond the nationstate." Instead, we insist on the continuing importance and reemergence of the
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form in the midst of globalizing
as an ideological-political
in the case of Palestinians and
tension
that
is
acute
processes-a
particularly
their struggle for liberation, the still-unrealized aim of which remains the nationstate. We argue that rather than illustrating a logic of deterritorialization, the
present-day (and past) conflict between Palestine and Israel illustrates the ongoing violence associated with the enduring, exclusivist ideologies of the national. Thus it is that attention to transnational and intranational forms of border crossing and mutual contingency within and across Palestine and Israel
must also be accompanied by attention to histories and emerging forms of
division-divisions
both territorial and ideological in nature. The challenge is
to consider the two in tandem: both (for example) popular Israeli support for
"total separation" from the Palestinians and ways in which the Israeli desire
for ethnonational spatial purity is betrayed by the history and heterogeneity of
the Israeli state; both the forms of spatial incarceration and division that "the
wall" is forcing upon the Palestinian population and the alternative structures
of transnational community made possible by new media and technologies
(e.g., satellite television and the Internet).
This attention to relationality in its multiple forms is also an attempt to
rethink Israel's place in Middle East studies. Historically, much scholarship
in the field has avoided sustained engagement with the
State of Israel apart from its legacy as a Western coloScholarly avoidance of
nial outpost.28 Such avoidance was thought to do the
Israel in Middle East
work of radical anti-Zionist critique, in effect virtually
studies has echoed the
state
from
the
of
the
area.
the
colonial logic of much
Jewish
removing
map
this
echoed
the
Zionist ideology: Israel as
hegemonic
Perhaps ironically,
practice
colonial logic and imagined geography of much Zionist
a European state within
but not of the Middle East.
is, the notion of a European nation-state
ideology-that
within but not of the Middle East. We propose a different cartography, one that reinscribes Israel within the region and within the
purview of Middle East Studies scholarship. Thus, while we agree with the crithat challenges the arbitrary borders of "the area"tique of area studies-one
we are also interested in questions of interiority and the logic of inclusion
within a given area. At issue in the case of the Middle East is not simply the area
per se, but the question of what has been excluded from within its parameters
and the conditions that make this exclusion possible.
nation-state

POPULAR CULTUREAND THE CHALLENGETO HISTORY

Central to our project here is the claim that attention to popular culture
a significant alterconfigures both politics and history differently-providing
native to some of the political narratives and paradigms that have dominated
academic, activist, and popular discourse on Palestine and Israel. The history of
the last decade is a case in point, for while the major political shifts and struggles have been carefully documented and critiqued by scholars and activists
alike, concurrent changes in cultural production and consumption have been
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granted far less attention. Attention to such cultural trends, we argue, yields
a fuller chronicle of politics and power than political economy or diplomatic
history models alone can provide.
The "Middle East peace process" of the 1990s profoundly affected popular
cultural trends in the region even as it was, in part, propelled by these trends.
Within Israel, the changes were significant. The Israeli film industry underwent
a process of radicalization: after a history of largely phobic engagements with
Palestinian Arab culture, feature films and documentaries began critically to
reassess the founding myths of Zionism.29 Such new forms of representation
were not merely the effects of the post-Oslo reality but also spawned political
support for, and resistance to, the ambiguous trajectory of post-Oslo "peace"
developments. One also saw the emergence of a new Euro-Jewish curiosity in
the commodity value of Arab things (food, music, dress) and places qua tourist
sites-a curiosity made possible by Israeli diplomacy with its Arab neighbors.30
At the same time, as Mizrahi political power grew, Mizrahi cultural figures
acquired greater visibility within Israel and the broader Middle East.31 Shifting
demography also altered the popular cultural landscape. By the turn of the
twenty-first century, the massive influx of Russian immigrants beginning in the
early 1990s, combined with a growing population of legal and illegal workers
from the third world, was introducing new musical forms, sports practices, and
culinary traditions into the Israeli metropolis (e.g., South Asian cricket teams
and Thai and Chinese groceries in Israel's new urban peripheries).
The Palestinian popular cultural landscape was also changing, although in
very different ways. With the onset of peace talks, the "intifada culture" of
struggle, sacrifice, and austerity gradually lifted, and new or repressed forms of
everyday culture (re)emerged.32 Weddings were extravagantly celebrated and
pop music groups that had been disbanded during the uprising reappeared.
New sites of cultural consumption sprang up (though selectively and often in
the face of popular opposition) that catered to the growing middle class, with
bars in Ramallah, and cinematheques and cinema clubs in Ramallah, Bethlehem,
and Gaza City. As part of its state-building efforts, the Palestinian Authority fostered new national media institutions that made possible the creation and dissemination of both new and submerged cultural forms (songs, radio talk shows,
television serials, and movies).33 Although few cultural commodities crossed
the Green Line during this period, audiences in both Israel and Palestine were
conjoined through the consumption of shared global commodities, media, and
popular icons. At the same time, the proliferation of satellite television allowed Palestinians in the territories to turn away from Israeli Arabic-language
TV and toward satellite networks based in the Arab world (like al-Jazeera),
which effectively incorporated Palestinians into pan-Arab cultural and political
trends.
Since the onset of the al-Aqsa intifada in October 2000, both Israeli and Palestinian societies have returned to conflict mode. In the West Bank and Gaza, frequent curfews and closures, army violence, extreme restrictions on mobility,
and the decline in disposable income have virtually closed down the spaces
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of popular sociality and consumption that had expanded during the 1990ssave those in cosmopolitan Ramallah and (to a lesser degree) Bethlehem. In
Ramallah, cultural institutions34 have continued to flourish, testimony to the
continuing growth of the emerging middle class, while audiences have remained strong at film showings, art exhibits, and concerts (when not interrupted by curfew and invasion).35 Elsewhere in the territories, the second
uprising has produced an interiorization of the social, as families and individuals locked in the domestic sphere turned to television, video games, and the
Internet as modes of entertainment and communication between communities separated by the (re)occupation-trends
that intensified after the Israeli
At
same
incursion
of
March
2002.
the
time, Palestinian society has witmilitary
nessed the emergence of a popular culture of "martyrdom operations" ("suicide
bombings" in Western parlance) celebrated in posters, graffiti, popular music,
and song-all of which significantly challenge the secular nationalist culture
that developed during the 1990s.36
Within Sharon's Israel, the pervasive fear (real and imagined) of random
Palestinian violence has, since the turn of the twenty-first century, increasingly
curtailed customary rituals and geographies of consumption even as it has
generated new ones. Flight from the urban periphery to escape possible attacks
has catalyzed the growth and popularity of American-style "malls" as loci of
of consumption that emerged for
middle class consumption and leisure-sites
the first time in the 1990s as the fruits of "peace through globalization."37 In
the last few years, these carefully guarded and fully contained spaces have
acquired new kinds of value as safe havens from terror.38 The 1990s popularity
of "Arab" culture, restaurants, and places among Ashkenazi Israelis has now
been eclipsed by anti-Arab racism and the nostalgic return to canonical Zionist
cultural practices (as in the renewed popularity of the "sing-along"). Among
Palestinian-Israeli youth, an angry culture of hip-hop has
Yet on both sides of the
that foregrounds issues of Jewish-Israeli
emerged-one
Green Line, te nationalist
racism, unemployment, and endemic poverty. And even
tendencies of popular
as army violence has swelled (along with growing numthe
culture coexistwith
bers of conscientious objectors and army evaders),
ever increasing
Israel has witnessed the growth of cultures of escapism
ofmedia and
gbalization
centered on trance music, drug use, and the aestheculture.
tics of the (so-called) "Far East" among Jewish-Israeli
youth.39 The recent period has also seen the decline of cooperative cultural
projects between Israelis and Palestinians from the occupied territories.40 Yet
on both sides of the Green Line (or the separation wall), the nationalist tendencies of popular culture coexist with the ever increasing globalization both
of media and culture41 and, in Israel, of labor (e.g., the growing populations of
non-Palestinian foreign workers).
Finally, in the period since the outbreak of the second intifada, we have also
witnessed a significant change in the ways in which Palestine and Israel are
understood and deployed as popular signifiers within regional and international
arenas. In the Arab world, an antinormalization discourse has arisen, often
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targeting popular cultural forms and institutions (film, television, and music),
even as "Palestine" continues to circulate as a tragic-heroic fetish object.42 In
the United States, as anti-Arab discourses have acquired renewed popularity, a
renaissance in antiterrorism movies on cable television have returned the iconic
figure of the "Arabterrorist" to popular culture's center stage. Simultaneously,
the popular culture of the Christian Right, with its apocalyptic Zionist message,
has grown in scale and consumer popularity in the form of comic books, graphic
novels, and film. The complexities of these cultural landscapes defy a singular
reading.
RAP AND THEHORIZONOF THEPOLITICAL
As a means of more fully illustrating the alternative analytics of power
that the study of popular culture can provide, we turn to a brief discussion of rap-more pointedly, rap produced by Palestinian citizens of Israel.
Palestinian-Israeli rap is a musical form that has emerged over the last few
years from poor and working-class communities that have suffered a history of
underdevelopment and state-sponsored neglect. Several bands have acquired
particular prominence, most notably Dam (from the city of Lod), and MWR
(from the city of Acre).43 Both bands have deployed the rap medium to
enunciate pressing issues facing Palestinian-Israelis-including
issues of IsraeliJewish racism, lack of economic and educational opportunities, and rampant
have propelled these accounts into both
drug use in their communities-and
the Israeli and international public arenas through underground recordings,
Internet sites, and concerts. Both bands rap in Arabic, Hebrew, and English,
using all three languages in highly idiomatic ways, replete with slang and
obscenities, local and international references.44 Through the polyvalence
of their music, language, and lyrics, they are able to attract multiple audiences: Palestinian Arabs (in Israel, the occupied territories, and the diaspora),
Israeli Jews, young people in the Arab countries, and international hip-hop
devotees.
In a sense, both these bands traffic in a kind of canonical Palestinian nationalism, given their shared interest in the histories of anti-Palestinian oppression
and dispossession that span Green Lines and borders. Yet, at the same time,
the music's insistent dialogue with Israeli society, often through the use of
the Hebrew-Israeli vernacular, refuses this canonical logic: it demonstrates the
place of Palestinians within the Israeli state even as it suggests ways in which
Israeli-Jewish culture and linguistic idioms can be repossessed by PalestinianIsraeli culture, thereby fracturing and heterogenizing Israeliness from within.
Nor does the rappers' lyrical rage toward the State of Israel preclude artistic
collaboration with Israeli Jews. Among the examples of such collaboration is a
recently recorded duet by Dam's lead singer Tamer Nafar and Israeli rock star
Aviv Gefen (strongly identified with the Israeli peace camp) that sharply criticizes the Israeli police's brutal attack on Palestinian-Israeli protesters during
solidarity demonstrations at the start of the al-Aqsa intifada in October 2000,
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during which thirteen Palestinian citizens were shot dead.45 In turn, even as
Dam and MWR persistently address a politicized audience concerned with the
violence of the occupation, they also appeal to transnational hip-hop communities through their use of recognizable hip-hop sounds propelled by beats and
instrumentation rooted in African American culture and melded with Arabic
music samples and referents.46 Indeed, the global media coverage they have
received has not only increased their audiences in Israel but raised international
awareness of the problems facing Palestinian-Israelis.
In keeping with arguments made by scholars of the Birmingham school, the
meanings of these musical forms are by no means fixed or static. They vary, as do
their audiences, circuits of consumption and production, and contexts of enunciation. At moments, and for certain audiences, the form and context of their
music challenges traditional renderings of both Israeli and Palestinian nationalism, identity, and politics. So, too, does their engagement with Hebrew-Israeli
vernaculars and idioms complicate traditional registers of Palestinian protest
and the foundational notion of the Palestinian/Jewish divide within Israel. At
the same time, such engagements work radically to rewrite hegemonic notions
of Israeliness (mapped, as they are, on Euro-Jewish culture and ideology). And
through its borrowings from international musical forms and traditions, the
work of Dam and MWR insistently situates Palestine and Israel within a global
theater of culture and politics that moves beyond notions of bounded nations
and/or regions.

CONCLUSION

To read the history of Palestinian and Israeli popular culture over the last
two decades through the lens of Birmingham school analytics is to be attentive
precisely to the variable relationship between popular culture and political
processes. Such a reading highlights the ways in which popular culture has
constituted a site of struggle against hegemonic discourses (as in post-Zionist
cinema and Palestinian-Israeli rap music). It also makes clear popular culture's
crucial importance in processes of class formation and class consolidation (as in
the growth and expression of middle-class Palestinian taste), and as a tool both
to fortify nationalist ideologies and hatreds and to undercut the hegemony
of secular-nationalist ideologies (as in "martyrdom" culture). Finally, this approach is attentive both to the ways in which popular cultural forms necessarily
"articulate" with broader social and economic processes and historical moments, and to the perpetually changeable functions and circuits of popular
cultural forms-always
open (however contingently) to reinscription at the
hands of its multiple consumers in the multiple historical moments of redeployment. The popular cultural moments and forms reviewed above, however
variable in their forms and effects, problematize the fiction of popular culture
as the self-consolidating "other" of politics. At the intersection of national, regional, and global circuits, the diverse histories of such forms and practices
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help us rethink and remap Palestine and Israel, suggesting ways of enunciating
politics and nations differently.
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